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Filling the Gap in Canada’s Risk Capital Market
The National Angel Capital Organization (NACO) is the
national organization championing the acceleration of
Angel investing in Canada. We support the availability of
risk capital for high-potential, early-stage companies that
form the backbone of growth for the Canadian economy.
Our membership is made up of a diverse mix of Angel
investors that work individually or in groups to provide
funding, mentorship, and other support to innovative
early-stage companies.
As the steward of Angel research in Canada, we understand
the importance of collecting and disseminating information
about our investor community. This information helps
investors to benchmark their own success against that
of peers, learn from best practices that are generating
results, and recognize leaders from within our community.
We are proud to share with you our fourth annual Report
on Angel Investing Activity in Canada. While this report
only captures the investment activity of a fraction of our
more than 2,000 members across the country, it helps
to provide us with a basis for understanding Canada’s
Angel community and our broader start-up ecosystem.
Angel investors remain the vanguard of Canada’s economic
future. Working to encourage and support entrepreneurs
as they strive to realize their vision for a prosperous future
is part of the DNA of the Angel investor. Over the last four
years, this report has captured over $180 million in 475
investments. We are encouraged by the results of this
year’s report, which show that this important community
continues to grow and become more connected. Working
together, they are supporting more entrepreneurs with
increased investment in more new and follow-on
opportunities.

It is our mission to encourage the professionalization of
Canada’s Angel investment community. We hope this
report will contribute to that goal by providing Canadian
Angel investors with a better view of the positive impact
of their activities and the knowledge they need to reduce
risk and improve investee company success.
Finally, we would like to acknowledge the efforts of all of
those who contributed to this year’s report, including the
members of the project steering committee, our partners
who have supported this initiative, and the Angel group
managers who have taken the time to share their data
with us. Without their collaboration and investment, this
initiative would not be possible.
We hope you enjoy learning more about our community
and look forward to having you join us as we work to
further accelerate Angel investing in Canada in 2014.
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Executive Summary
This 2013 Report on Angel Investing Activity in Canada
identifies key statistics and trends in the visible1 Canadian
Angel capital market as measured by the activity of Angel
groups. The data for the report was provided by Canadian
Angel group managers through surveys and follow-up
interviews. Using the answers of Angel group managers,
NACO compiled data sets on (i) Angel groups, (ii) investments
by Angel groups, and (iii) exits of companies backed by
Angel groups.

29 Angel groups made 199 investments
totalling $89.0M.

The number of Angel groups that submitted data further
grew in 2013, with 29 Angel groups participating in the
2013 Angel group survey. These 29 Angel groups made
199 investments in 2013 totalling $89.0 million. In 2012,
19 Angel groups reported 139 investments totalling $40.5
million. This year, over 2,100 investors were represented
in the data, 40% in Western Canada, 5% in Eastern Canada,
and 55% in Central Canada. The reader should note that,
even in 2013, a substantial fraction of the Canadian Angel
capital market remained invisible.

1

Throughout the report, the 2013 data is compared with
2011 and 2012 data where possible. For an appropriate
comparison between present and past investment counts
and amounts, the study uses the comparison sample of 17
Angel groups that participated in both 2012 and 2013.
Where present and past percentages are compared, the
comparison is based on the full samples for each year.
Additional contrast is provided where Canadian data can
be compared to corresponding US data from the 2013
Halo Report, published by the Angel Resource Institute.
In addition to results from the 2013 Angel Group Survey,
data is reported for business accelerators. Accelerators
are organizations that offer structured training programs
to companies that aim to speed up the growth of their
business in national or international markets. In this regard,
the focus is exclusively on accelerators for innovation-based
start-up companies. The managers of twelve accelerators
provided information on (i) their programs and business
and (ii) their portfolio companies.

Over 2,100 investors were represented,
40% in Western Canada, 5% in Eastern
Canada, and 55% in Central Canada.

In Canada, as in the US and elsewhere in the world, Angel investment activity is overshadowed by the investments placed by private individuals outside of
Angel groups. These investments are impossible to track and form the invisible part of the market.
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2013 Canadian Angel Group Highlights
The Angel group data set provides a reliable picture of the
characteristics and activity of Canadian Angel groups in
general, given the number of groups NACO approached
and the high response rate to the survey. Thirty-three
Angel groups were approached and 29 (88%) participated.
The response rate among the 19 groups that participated
in 2012 was 17 (89%). The overall picture that the data set
reveals is consistent with what was seen in last year’s data.
With a median age of five years, Angel groups are now an
established institution in Canada. One group disbanded in
2013 and two groups formed. Slightly more than two-thirds of
the groups (68%) are structured as not-for-profit organizations,
14% are for-profit, and 18% are not incorporated. Only about
a quarter of the groups focus on one or two sectors, and the
bulk of the groups would consider investment opportunities
in what the survey revealed to be the top 3 industry sectors
in 2013 – Information and Communications Technology
(ICT), Life Sciences, and Clean Technology (Clean Tech).
The rest of the picture reveals diversity across Angel groups.
Group size varies substantially around their average of 73.7
and median of 40 members. Groups also differ in terms
of membership fees, activity level, the number of active
members, geographical focus (if any), and other attributes.
They also differ in terms of their selectivity: some are very
selective and invite only a small fraction of their applicant
companies for an investor pitch presentation; others literally
invite all applicants to present to their membership.
Canadian Angel group activity in 2013 was down 15% from
2012 levels, judging by the number of investments by the
comparison sample of 17 groups. However, per-company
amounts were up slightly from 2012 amounts. Reporting
about $70 million in investments, Central Canada is
responsible for the bulk of the $89 million invested by all
groups. The remaining $19 million is almost entirely invested
by groups in Western Canada. The median investment
amount is also largest in Central Canada ($215 thousand),
followed by Western Canada ($175 thousand) and Eastern
Canada ($135 thousand).

Angel investments are concentrated in three sectors: ICT,
Life Sciences, and Clean Tech, with the number of
investments in Clean Tech in a distant third place. The median
investment amount in ICT is relatively small ($180 thousand)
compared to the median amounts in Life Sciences ($244
thousand) and Clean Tech ($573 thousand). Clean Tech
appears to be on the decline, based on the number of
investments but not in terms of the amount invested. At $445
thousand, the median round amount invested in ICT
companies is also small. Median round amounts in Life
Sciences ($1.085 million) and Clean Tech ($883 thousand)
are much larger. Round amounts invested in Canada are
substantially smaller than those in the US.
Angels appear increasingly able and willing to provide
follow-on funding to carry companies through the next
stages of growth. The amount invested in follow-on rounds
was at least 51% of the total amount invested in 2013,
up from 42% in 2011 and 18% in 2012. With 54% of the
investment dollars, Angel groups in Central Canada are
the most likely to provide follow-on funding.
With a median of $5.0 million, valuations of Angel-backed
company are almost twice as high as in the US. There is
substantial variation in valuations. The median valuation
of ICT companies is $3.75 million, which is closer to the
US median. The median company valuation in Life Sciences
is $6.7 million. In the survey sample, company valuations
are pushed up somewhat by the relatively high frequency
of follow-on deals.
Only ten companies were involved in an exit, including one
IPO and three acquisitions. Two companies were sold to
new shareholders, and four ceased operations. The low
exit number probably reflects a combination of two factors: a
reporting issue (likely to be the strongest among companies
that went out of business) and a historical trend of low exit
volumes that continued through 2013. The positive exits
(the IPO and the acquisitions) were all in ICT.
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2013 Canadian Business Accelerators Highlights
A standout message in the 2013 Survey of Canadian
Business Accelerators is that, despite their young age,
business accelerators have established themselves as
an important element of the start-up ecosystem. The 49
accelerator-backed companies reporting investment data
attracted, in total, $31.1 million in Angel, VC, and Government
funding while in an accelerator program. This amount is
above and beyond the amount invested by the accelerators.

While in an accelerator program, companies
reported attracting $31.1M in Angel, VC and
government funding.

Of the 18 accelerators approached for the survey, 12
participated, and 10 of those 12 are less than five years old.
Five of the eight accelerators that reported incorporation
information are structured as for-profit corporations, two are
not-for-profit organizations, and one is not incorporated
but forms a branch of a bigger not-for-profit organization.
Six accelerators focus on ICT, while the reports of the
other six did not indicate a sector focus.
The programs and business models among the business
accelerators differ substantially. For example, the programs
are usually 3–6 months, but a third of the accelerators offer
longer programs of up to 24 months. Most accelerators
accept companies in cohorts, while others admit on a
rolling basis. The services that accelerators provide also
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differ. All accelerators offer one-on-one coaching by their
staff, and introductions to investors, and all but one offer
office space and one-on-one mentorship. Across the
group of accelerators, however, there are quite noticeable
differences in the probability of acceptance, funding invested
per company, number of mentoring hours, graduation
criteria, graduation rates, and alumni engagement strategies.
Program managers indicate they continuously work on
experimenting with and improving their programs and
business models.
The survey revealed that accelerator-backed companies
are successful at attracting outside funding from Angels,
VCs, Government, other investors, or a combination of
these parties, while in the program. In fact, only seven of
49 accelerator-backed companies had not attracted any
outside funding by the end of the program, a noteworthy
reduction from the 33 companies that had not attracted
outside funding at the beginning of their programs. With
investments of $17.0 million, Angel investors were the
greatest source of outside funding for accelerator-backed
companies in 2013. Two venture capitalists invested
$12.3 million in accelerator-backed companies in 2013.

Angel investors were the greatest source of
outside funding for accelerator-backed
companies.

1 | Introduction
Angel investors play a crucial role in the Canadian
entrepreneurship ecosystem. They often fund companies
at the critical, early stage of firm development, and offer
other valuable input, such as mentorship and access to
networks. Angel investors increasingly join Angel groups,
which are membership forums of accredited investors
who meet regularly to review investment opportunities.
Such reviews of investment opportunities typically involve
company pitches to the membership. Investments by
Angel groups can be made by individual group members,
multiple group members (“co-investment”), or by group
members in combination with parties outside the Angel
group (“syndication”).
This 2013 Report on Angel Investing Activity in Canada
identifies key statistics and trends in the visible Angel
investment market across Canada. Since 2010, this
report has captured over $180 million in 475 investments.
The National Angel Capital Organization (NACO) gathered
survey responses from Canadian Angel group managers
to determine Angel investment activity among their members
in 2013. In follow-up interviews, the group managers
were asked to expand on what they viewed as the best
practices and key challenges of their groups. The survey
and interview responses were then contrasted with past
survey data to gauge the current direction of the Canadian
Angel capital market.
There are currently at least 33 identifiable Angel groups or
networks in Canada, just under half of which have formed
in the past five years. The groups differ in terms of their
legal structure, management structure, membership
policies, membership services provided, and degree of
involvement in the investment process. Meetings take
place face-to-face or in virtual forums. Angel groups
can be for-profit or not-for-profit organizations, informal
investment clubs, or gatherings to make decisions for
joint Angel investment funds.

In addition to the results of the 2013 Canadian Angel
Group Survey, findings are presented here from the 2013
Business Accelerator Survey. Accelerators are organizations
that offer structured training programs to companies that
aim to speed up the growth of their business in national or
international markets. While they are a recent phenomenon
in early-stage financing, accelerators appear to play an
important role in bridging the relationship between
entrepreneurs and investors. Angel investors looking to
invest in a company can begin to cultivate relationships
with start-ups through an accelerator; for example, by
mentoring entrepreneurs from a very early stage. As
in the case of Angel groups, accelerators differ in their
business models and legal structures. In this report data
was collected about accelerators that focus on
innovation-based start-up companies, and whose training
programs have well-defined completion criteria.
The next section describes the survey methodology.
Section 3 presents the results of the 2013 Canadian
Angel Group Survey, with the discussion grouped into
the following themes:
1. Angel group characteristics
2. Investment selection
3. Investments
4. Exits
5. Best practices and challenges
Section 4, which presents the results of the 2013 Canadian
Business Accelerator Survey, first reviews their characteristics,
after which it addresses their operational information and
portfolio companies for 2013. Section 5 provides a
conclusion to the report.

2

As defined by the National Instrument 45-106. The Ontario Securities Commission. (2012). OSC Exempt Market Review: OSC Staff Consultation Report
Paper 45-710, Considerations for New Capital Raising Prospectus Exemptions. Toronto: OSC. In Canada, there are approximately 500,000 accredited
investors, a fraction of which choose to actively invest in early-stage companies.

3

In the context of the report the visible Angel investment market is defined as the collective of Angel groups.
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2 | Methodology
2.1

The 2013 Canadian Angel Group Survey

The 2013 Canadian Angel Group Survey is the fourth
annual survey of Canadian Angel groups. In January 2014,
the online survey was distributed, through Zoho Surveys,
to 33 Angel groups – specifically, to all 19 Angel groups
that had responded to the 2012 survey4 and to a further
14 Angel groups that NACO had identified.

This report presents results from the 4th
annual survey of Canadian Angel groups.

The survey instrument was modeled after those used
in previous years, but a number of new questions were
added to this year’s survey and a few were removed.
The new questions address the organizational and
legal structures of Angel groups, their membership fee
structure, geographical focus (if any), types of companies
they fund, deal structures, round amounts, and realized
returns. The survey instrument can be found at
http://nacocanada.com/knowledge/research/
angel-activity-reports/

Like in previous years, the response rate to the Angel Group
Survey was high: of the 33 Angel groups that were
approached, 29 (or 88%) participated. The response rate
among the 19 Angel groups that participated in 2012 was
17 or 89%.5 The remaining 12 Angel groups were new to the
survey this year. Following survey completion, telephone
interviews were conducted with 23 of the respondents in
order to confirm some of the information provided. Despite
these follow-up phone interviews, there are several incomplete
survey responses. The main reason for missing information
is that not all Angel groups collect all the information asked
for in the survey. For example, some Angel groups do not
regularly collect detailed data on investments made by
their members.
One of the objectives of the 2013 Report of Angel Investing
Activity in Canada is to gauge the current direction of the
Canadian Angel capital market. This is done by a comparison
with the survey responses from previous years. But how
comparable are the 2012 and 2013 Angel group samples,
seeing that substantially more groups participated in 2013?

Of the 33 Angel groups that were
approached, 29 (or 88%) participated.

4

The 2012 Report on Angel Investing Activity in Canada reported a response rate of 20 Angel groups. However, two groups are associated and can be
considered to be a single group.

5

Of the two missing Angel groups of the 2012 sample, one disbanded in 2013, while the other group chose not to respond.
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Table 1 indicates that first-time participating Angel groups
and repeat participants are quite similar in terms of their
age and the number of companies they funded in 2013.
Observe, however, that groups new to the survey are
somewhat different from repeat participants in terms of
Angel group size.
If Angel groups that are new to the survey are indeed
comparable to the repeat participants, then comparing
group percentages and averages among the 2013 and
previous years’ samples makes sense. But comparing
growth in total amounts invested during 2013 and during
the previous years would not make sense, as the 2013
data includes substantially more groups.
In this report, the following conventions for tables and
figures have been followed:
• For tables and figures that describe 2013 data, as well
as those that compare 2013 to previous years in terms
of averages or percentages, the largest sample of
Angel groups possible is used, i.e., the 29 respondents
in 2013.6 This sample is referred to as the full sample.

• In places where amounts are compared between
2012 and 2013, the comparison is based on a 		
smaller sample of Angel groups – the 17 groups
that participated both in 2012 and 2013. This applies,
for example, when analyzing growth in investment
amounts. The sample of these 17 groups is referred
to as the comparison sample.
• All of the figures in this report have either a “k” value
or an “n” value identified. The “n” value reflects the
number of Angel groups or accelerators on which
a given data point is based, while the “k” value
reflects the number of companies on which a given
data point is based.
• All values reported are in Canadian dollars.

Throughout this report, the “n” value reflects
the number of Angel groups or accelerators
[...] while the “k” value reflects the number
of companies.

Table 1. Comparing 2013 to 2012 Survey Participants

6

Angel Group Characteristics

In 2012 and 2013
Samples (n=17)

New in 2013
Sample (n=12)

Full Sample
(n=29)

Median Age

5 years

5 years

5 years

Average Age

6.4 years

6.7 years

6.5 years

Median Number of Members

62

23

40

Average Number of Members

61.6

90.9

73.7

Median Number of Companies Funded

4

5

5

Average Number of Companies Funded

8.1

5.1

6.9

Median Dollar Amount Invested in 2013

1.5 million

1.7 million

1.5 million

Average Dollar Amount Invested in 2013

2.8 million

3.5 million

3.1 million

Median Dollar Amount per Company

180 thousand

250 thousand

209 thousand

Average Dollar Amount per Company

361 thousand

944 thousand

504 thousand

Total Dollar Amount Funded

46.8 million

42.1 million

89.0 million

In the full sample, there may be fewer than 29 observations because of possible missing observations for certain variables among these 29 Angel groups.
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2.2 The 2013 Canadian Business Accelerator Survey
The 2013 Canadian Business Accelerator Survey is the
second annual survey of Canadian business accelerators.
Business accelerators are defined as organizations, or units
in organizations, that offer structured training programs
to companies that aim to speed up the growth of their
business in national or international markets. The training
programs are structured, in the sense that they have a
defined approach, time-line, and graduation process.7
The survey targeted only accelerators for innovation-based
start-up companies. The survey instrument can be found at
http://nacocanada.com/knowledge/research/
angel-activity-reports/

Business accelerators offer structured
training programs to companies that aim to
speed up the growth of their business.

A total of 19 accelerators were approached – the six that
responded to the 2012 survey and 13 other accelerators
known to NACO. A total of 13 accelerators responded to
the 2013 survey. However, the answers of one organization
revealed it did not satisfy the definition of accelerator as
adopted; consequently, the response rate was 12/18, or 67%.
Five of the six respondents from the 2012 survey participated
again, as well as seven of the 12 new accelerators that
were approached. Following the completion of the survey,
telephone interviews were conducted with eight accelerators
in order to confirm the information provided.

7

Note that, by definition, the focus is on the acceleration stage, when the aim is to take an existing product or prototype and “scale up” the business (by working
on things like customer acquisition, distribution, strategic partners, raising money, etc.). This sets them apart from incubators, which are organizations that help
with the incubation stage, i.e., from ideation through to early market validation. Incubators were not included in the survey, but there is arguably a “grey
zone” that includes organizations that could perhaps best be described as hybrids between incubators and accelerators.
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3.1

Angel Group Characteristics

3.1.1

3.1.2

Organization and Incorporation

Angel groups differ in the way they are organized. Figure 2
shows that professionals manage more than half of the groups.
Some respondents indicate their group is professionally
managed in addition to being member-led. The point of
Figure 2 is not the exact percentages; rather it is that most
Angel groups invest resources that are substantial enough
to hire a part-time or full-time employee who assists in
running the day-to-day business of the group.

Age

Figure 1 shows that Angel groups are an established
institution in the early-stage investing ecosystem in
Canada.8 While there are just six groups older than 10
years, there are also just a few very young groups. The
bulk of the Angel groups have three or more years of
experience. Observe from the figure that two of the
29 groups got started in 2013. Not visible in the figure
is that one of the 19 groups in the 2012 sample was
discontinued in 2013.

Figure 3 shows that most Angel groups are legally structured
as not-for-profit organizations. There are also a substantial
number of for-profit groups. For 18% of Angel groups, there
is no official legal structure (i.e., informal investor clubs).

The bulk of the Angel groups have 3 or
more years of experience.

Number of Groups

Figure 1: Years in Operation (n=29)
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4
2
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1
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3
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6

7
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Number of Years in Operation

8

In computing the age, it is assumed, for convenience, that a group started in year yyyy is currently aged 2014 – yyyy. For example, a group founded last
year is 2014 – 2013 = 1 year old.
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Figure 2: Organizational Structure (n=29)

Figure 3: Corporate Legal Structure (n=28)

4%
14%

10%

14%
18%
55%

68%

17%

Professionally Managed

Not-For-Profit Corporation

Member Led

Not Legally Structured

Informal Investor Club

For-Profit Corporation or Limited Partnership

Professionally Managed and Member Led
Professionally Managed Angel Fund

3.1.3		

Sector Specialization

Table 2 shows that 12 of 29 (41%) of the Angel groups
indicate they either accept investments in all sectors or have
a multi-sector focus. Among the 17 other, more-focused,
groups, the majority also cover multiple, rather than all
sectors. Seven groups (24%) focus on either one or two
industry sectors. Table 2 also shows that most Angel
groups are open to Life Sciences, ICT, and Clean Tech
investment opportunities. In Table 2, young is defined as
a group that has been established in the last five years,
while an established group is more than five years old.

Most Angel groups are open to Life Sciences,
ICT and Clean Technology investment
opportunities.
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Table 2: Sector Focus of the Angel Groups (n=29)
Region of the
Angel Group

Age of
the Angel
Group

Western

Young

Western
Western

Sector
Focused

Life
Sciences

ICT

Clean
Tech

Manufacturing

Services

No

x

x

x

x

Young

No

x

x

x

x

Young

Yes

Western

Established

Yes

x

x

Western

Established

No

x

x

x

x

x

x

Western

Established

Yes

x

x

x

x

x

x

Western

Established

No

x

x

x

x

Western

Established

No

x

x

x

x

Central

Young

Yes

x

x

Central

Young

Yes

x

x

Central

Young

Yes

x

x

Central

Young

No

x

x

x

Central

Young

Yes

x

x

x

Central

Young

Yes

x

x

Central

Young

No

x

x

Central

Young

Yes

Central

Young

Yes

x

x

Central

Young

Yes

x

x

Central

Young

Yes

x

x

Central

Young

Yes

Central

Established

No

x

x

Central

Established

Yes

x

x

Central

Established

No

x

x

Central

Established

Yes

Central

Established

Yes

Central

Established

Yes

Central

Established

Yes

x

x

x

Eastern

Established

No

x

x

x

x

Eastern

Established

No

x

x

x

x

24

27

20

15

Total

x

x

Energy

x

Other

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
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x
x

x

x

x
11

13

5

3.1.4

Membership Fees

3.1.5

Figure 4 reveals that membership at a third of the Angel
groups is free of charge. There is a substantial variation
in membership fees among the groups that charge a
membership fee.

Membership at a third of the Angel groups

Entrepreneurial Background of Angels

The entrepreneurial experience of Angel investors is
important, as they often provide investee companies with
advice, mentorship, and access to networks that support
development. Three quarters of the 29 Angel groups in 2013
indicated that over half of their members are current or
former entrepreneurs (Figure 5). In 2012, the vast majority
of the groups also indicated that over half of their members
were current or former entrepreneurs.

is free of charge.
75% of Angel groups indicated that over
half of their members are current or former
entrepreneurs.

Figure 5: Percentage of Angel Group Members with
Entrepreneurial Background: 2012 vs 2013

Figure 4: Group Membership Fees (n=28)

100%

Percentage of Groups

Number of Groups

10
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6
4
2
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$1-250

$251-500 $501-750 $751-1000

$1001+
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20%
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Membership Fee

2013 (n=29)
Year

0-25%

75-100%

25-50%

Unspecified

50-75%
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3.1.6

Size of Angel Groups

This year, over 2,100 investors were represented in the
data. Of these investors, 40% were in Western Canada,
55% were in Central Canada, and 5% in Eastern Canada,
as illustrated by the map on pages 19 and 20. The survey
sought to find if there is an optimal membership number
for Angel groups.
If there were, in fact, an optimal Angel group size, then
one would expect to see convergence to that optimum.
However, Figure 6 reveals great diversity in size among
the groups and does not suggest any convergence to a
particular size over time.

Figure 6: Angel Group Size: 2011-2013

Number of Groups

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

2011 (n=23)

2012 (n=20)

2013 (n=29)

Year

1-10

26-50

11-25

51-100

Over 100
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There is great diversity in size among the
groups. Greater group size does not
necessarily translate into a greater number
of active members.

Greater group size does not necessarily translate into a
greater number of active members. Figure 7 relates the
number of active investors to the number of Angel group
members. The blue line indicates the group-size/
active-member pairs, and the orange diagonal line is
included to offer contrast, representing what would be a
one-to-one mapping, or full investor participation.

An active investor is defined as one that has made at least
one investment in a company in the past year. As would be
intuitively expected, larger Angel groups tend to report a
larger number of active investors. However, it is noticeable
in this sample that the very large groups have relatively few
active investors.9 The majority of the groups have fewer
than 25 active members. On the left-hand side of the
figure there are a few small groups that are located on or
close to the red line. All or almost all members of these
Angel groups were active in 2013.

Total Active Members in 2013

Figure 7: Number of Activity Angel Group Members (n=28)
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There is one group that is literally off the chart, as it has more than 300 members. However, it has fewer than 10 members who made an investment in 2013.
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Investments and Membership by Region 2013

30%

21%

860 Investors
$18.3 million in 60 investments

Western Canada

= 5% of Membership Distribution

Central Canada

Number of Investments Made in 2013

Eastern Canada

Value of Investments Made in 2013

2%

68%

1%

78%

105 Investors
$0.7 million in 4 investments

1,173 Investors
$69.9 million in 135 investments

3.2
3.2.1

Investment Selection
Catchment Area

In the survey, an Angel group’s catchment area has been
defined as the city/province/region in which the group
primarily invests. Figure 8 indicates what these catchment
areas are based upon and reveals that the groups primarily
source investment from nearby. Specifically, 11 + 26 +
29 = 66% of the catchment areas are either the Angel
group’s province or an area that is smaller than the province
(city or district).

Catchment area is the city, province or region
in which a group primarily invests.

Figure 8: Angel Group Catchment Area (n=28)
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3.2.2

Presentations, Due Diligence, and Funding

Figure 9 presents information about the screening processes
used by Angel groups. The reporting Angel groups are on
the x-axis, while three percentage scores for each Angel
group are on the y-axis. In 2013, Angel groups received
3,775 applications and 840 presentations were made.

Angel groups received 3,775 applications
and saw 840 presentations, resulting in 199
investments.

Of those, 301 presentations were selected for formal due
diligence and 199 were successfully funded. By contrast,
approximately 1,300 applications were received in 2012, of
which approximately 250 were selected for formal due
diligence and 139 funded.

by presentation rate. The presentation rates differ quite
noticeably, with, on the left, very low presentation rates
(groups that are very selective); and, on the right, a
couple of groups that invite every applicant to pitch to
the group’s investors.
The second and third percentages in Figure 9 represent
the percentages of the presentations that proceed to due
diligence and those that receive funding, respectively.
There is notable variation across Angel groups in these
measures. Also, while the figure shows there are exceptions,
there appears to be a negative relationship between the due
diligence and funding percentages on the one hand, and
the presentation rate on the other. A negative relationship
would suggest that investor pitches at selective Angel
groups are often successful, while investor pitches at less
selective Angel groups do not often lead to due diligence
or funding.

The first percentage score, in blue dots, is the percentage
of the applicant companies that receive an invitation to
present at an Angel group meeting. This presentation
rate gives an indication of how much screening is done
by the group manager on behalf of the membership.
Groups with low presentation rates are heavily involved
in screening applicants, while a group with a 100%
presentation rate does not screen at all on behalf of its
membership. The Angel groups in Figure 9 are sorted

The Angel groups in Figure 9 are sorted by
presentation rates, ranging from very
selective on the left to open invitation on
the right. Data suggests that investor pitches
at selective groups are often successful.

Figure 9: Company Selection by Angel Group (n=27)
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3.3

Investments in 2013

3.3.1

Overview

Four Angel groups reported no investments in 2013, and
the 25 Angel groups that did report investments provided
partial, full, or aggregated information on their investments.
These 25 groups made 199 investments worth $89.0 million.
In contrast, the 2012 survey captured 139 investments made
by 19 Angel groups representing $40.5 million.

In 2013, 25 groups made 199 investments
worth $89M, compared to 19 groups making

In Panel A, it is shown that in 2013, more than half of all
investments were made in Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) companies. Concerning the number of
investments, the Life Sciences sector was an important
target for Angel groups, too, and so was Other (Mining,
Forestry and Agriculture, Social Enterprises,
Nano-Technologies, Other Unspecified). The remaining
four industry sectors identified in the survey – Clean
Technology, Manufacturing, Energy, and Services – are
smaller, judging by the number of transactions.

139 investments worth $40.5M in 2012.
More than half of all investments were
The two panels in Figure 10 provide industry breakdowns
of investments. Panel A reports industry percentages
based on numbers of investments, and Panel B reports
industry percentages based on investment amounts.

Figure 10A: Percentage of Investments: Total Number
of Investments by Sector: 2011-2013
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Other

made in ICT companies.

In Panel B, when considering investment amounts, the data
shows a different focus. Investments in Clean Tech and
Life Sciences were both more significant based on amounts
invested than based on the number of investments.
Apparently average investment amounts in these two sectors
were higher than in other sectors. (Average and median
investment amounts are analysed further below.) Panel B
shows that the Top 3 industry sectors in 2013 were:
1. Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
2. Life Sciences
3. Clean Technology

The investment numbers and amounts in Figure 10 reveal
that ICT has been a very important sector each year, and
also that its importance has grown in the last two years.
The number of investments in Clean Tech has decreased
in the last two years, but the amount invested has increased
somewhat, apparently because the average amount per
investment in this sector has increased substantially. A
third of all invested dollars in 2013 arrived at Life Sciences
projects, slightly down from 2011 amounts but sharply
up from 2012 amounts. It appears Angel investors had

Figure 10B: Percentage of Investments: Total Amount
of Investments by Sector: 2011-2013

Percentage of Groups

100%

more interest in Life Sciences in 2013 compared to the
previous year.
In the US, data on industry sector distribution of investments
is presented in the Halo Report, published by the Angel
Resource Institute. Comparing the statistics in Figure 10
with those in the 2013 Halo Report reveals that the shares
of investment directed to one of the two most important
sectors, ICT and Life Sciences, are essentially the same
in each country.
As seen in Figure 10A, 59% of all investments target ICT
in Canada. In the US, Internet, Mobile & Telecom, and
Software, when combined, attract 69% of investments.
Life Sciences attract 24% of all investments in Canada,
while Healthcare attracts 20% of investments in the US.
Turning to amounts, Figure 10B shows that ICT attracts
45% of all invested dollars in Canada, while the Halo
Report indicates 55% of investment money goes toward
the ICT sub-sectors combined. Life Sciences investments
attract 33% of all dollars in Canada and 28% in the US.
Taken together, these statistics suggest that the Life
Sciences are relatively more important, and ICT relatively
less important, in Canada than in the US.

Life Sciences are relatively more important,
and ICT relatively less important in Canada
than in the US.
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3.3.2

Number of Investments

Figure 11 breaks out the number of investments by
Angel group and shows that 15 of the 29 groups (52%)
were involved in one to five deals in 2013. The most active
Angel groups, by number of investments, all made between
11 and 25 investments. The median and mean number of
investments made by the groups were 5 and 6.9 respectively,
in 2013. Exact investment numbers were not collected in
previous years, but Figure 11 tentatively suggests that, in
2012, the median number of investments per Angel group
was about the same, while the average number of
investments per group was slightly higher than in 2013.

The most active Angel groups, by number
of investments, all made between 11 and 25
investments.

Figure 11: The Distribution of Number of Investments
Made by Groups: 2011-2013
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The median and mean number of investments
made by the groups were 5 and 6.9,
respectively.

The percentage of groups that made over 10 investments
was about 25% in years 2012 and 2013, substantially up
from the percentage in 2011. So, a substantial minority
of a quarter of the Angel groups is currently quite active
in terms of investment.

According to Figure 12, there appears to be a positive
relationship between Angel group size and the number of
investments made. But three very large Angel groups (one
is off the chart), made just five investments each and are
an exception to this pattern.

There appears to be a positive relationship
between Angel groups size and the number
of investments made.

Figure 12: Group Size and Number of Investments Made (n=29)
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For analysis at the deal level, rather than the Angel group
level, Figure 13 decomposes investments into first-time
(new is defined as the first time any of the Angel group
members invests in the company) and follow-on
(follow-on is defined as funding of the Angel group in
investment rounds after the initial investment) contributions.
At 33% in 2013, follow-on deals are up from 27% in 2011
and 22% in 2012.

Figure 14 plots the geographical distribution of the number
of investments. Most deals are done in Central Canada, but
Western Canada (BC, AB, SK) invests disproportionally
to its population, considering there were eight groups
that provided data from Western Canada and 18 groups
from Central Canada. Figure 14 shows clearly that Angel
groups in Central Canada do more follow-on deals than
Angel groups elsewhere in Canada.

Figure 14: Number of Investments by Region (n=29)
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Central
Canada

Eastern
Canada

Figures 15 and 16 highlight industry dynamics in the Top
3 industries in 2011–2013. While the full-sample reports
shown in Figure 15 appear to suggest year-on-year growth
between 2012 and 2013, the more reliable comparison
sample reveals, in Figure 16, that the number of investments

stayed about the same in the last two years. If anything
is changing, then arguably it is that ICT, already massive
in 2012, seems to have attracted even more investments
in 2013 than in 2012.

Figure 15: Number of Investments by Sector: 2011-2013 Full Angel Group Sample
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Figure 16: Number of Investments by Sector: 2012-2013 Comparison Sample
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Top 5 Canadian Angel Groups* by Number of
Investments Made in 2013

3.3.3

2012 Rank
Ontario

1

Angel One Investor Network

1

Ontario

Golden Triangle Angel Network

3

Ontario
Quebec

New

VA Angels

4

4
New

Anges Québec

4

*

1

Northern Ontario Angels

1

Alberta

For more information on the top 5 Angel groups, please see page 64

Investment Amounts

Figure 17 compares amounts of new and follow-on
investments in 2012 and 2013. Panel A appears to show
that the total amount invested by Angel groups in Canada
went up in 2013 (from $40.5 million in 2012 to $89.0
million in 2013). But panel B reveals that the suggested
increase in panel A is a result of adding new groups to the
2013 survey. The investment information from the comparison
sample of 17 groups indicates that, in fact, 2013 investment
amounts were down from the 2012 amounts. While the 17
Angel groups in the comparison sample may or may not
be perfectly representative of the other Angel groups, let
alone the broader Angel capital market, this decline from
$39.7 million to $34.5 million (about 15%) is likely significant.
Figure 17 also suggests that, in 2013, Angel groups appear
to be shifting away from new investments in exchange for
more follow-on investments.

Figure 17A: Amounts of New and Follow-on Investments:
2011-2013 Full Sample of Angel Groups
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Investment Amount (millions of $)

Investment Amount (millions of $)
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Angels are more able and willing to provide
follow-on financing to carry companies
through the next stages of growth.

Figure 19 decomposes investment amounts by region
in 2013. As in Figure 14, Central Canada dominates the
rest of Canada in terms of transactions. Central Canada
Angel groups are also funnelling relatively greater amounts
into follow-on deals than elsewhere in Canada.

The increase in the percentage for follow-on investments
is clear from Figure 17, but Figure 18 makes the proportional
increase explicit and includes 2011 data. In 2013, the
amount invested in follow-on rounds was at least 51% of
the total amount invested, up from 42% in 2011 and 22%
2012 (round amount refers to the amount invested by
all investors – Angels, VCs, and other – that purchased
securities from an investee company during a fundraising
cycle, also referred to as the deal size.) This finding tends
to suggest that Angels are more able and willing to provide
follow-on financing to carry companies through the next
stages of growth. This emerging trend will be tracked to
determine if it persists through future years.

Central Canada Angel groups are also
funnelling relatively greater amounts into
follow-on deals than elsewhere in Canada.

Figure 19: Total Value of Investment by Region
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Figures 20A and 20B show the average (Panel A) and
median (Panel B) investment amounts of Angel groups in
companies in 2011, 2012 and 2013. Note that the sample
sizes in the panels are not the same because a few Angel
groups reported only aggregated figures for their investments.
Aggregated figures (in combination with information on
the number of investments) allow for arriving at averages,
but have to be removed when determining median

investment amounts. Note from Figure 20A and 20B
that, with one exception, averages exceed the medians.
Averages are high compared to medians in the presence
of a few large deals, and, as such, medians provide
more-robust statistics. Figure 20 provides tentative
evidence that investment amounts recovered somewhat
in 2013 in Central Canada, the region with the greatest
volume of deals.

Average Amount (thousands of $)

Figure 20A: Average Investment Amount by Region
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Figure 20B: Median Investment Amount by Region
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(k=3) (k=4)

(k=71) (k=110) (k=159)

Canada

Figures 21A and 21B contain information on the average
and median investment amounts by sector, respectively.
ICT investments involve amounts that are small compared
to Life Sciences and Clean Tech. The caveat with the
impressive Clean Tech amounts in 2013 is that these are
based on just five investments in this sector, indicating
that evidence is tentative because the number of survey
responses (sample size) is small. With a median amount
of $244 thousand, investment sizes in the Life Sciences
sector are also substantially larger, however, than ICT
investments ($180 thousand).

ICT investments involve amounts that are small
compared to Life Sciences and Clean Tech.

Average Amount (thousands of $)

Figure 21A: Average Investment Amount by Industry Sector: 2011-2013
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Figure 21B: Median Investment Amount by Industry Sector: 2011-2013
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Top 5 Canadian Angel Groups* by Dollar Amount
Invested in 2013

2012 Rank
1
2
3
4
5
*

3

Northern Ontario Angels
Ontario

New

iGAN Partners
Ontario

New

TEC Venture Angels
Alberta

New

Omega Star
Ontario

3.3.4

Round Size

The Angel group members are not always the only investors
in an investment round. Round sizes may be larger than
Angel group investments because the group may syndicate
with Angels outside the group, with venture capital providers,
or other parties.
Round size data as it relates to several variables is shown
in Table 3. Note that, for the results that follow, the small
number of observations does not allow for reliable
generalizations beyond the given data.

New

Anges Québec
Quebec

Median and average round sizes were about
$0.5M and $1M, respectively. Follow-on

For more information on the top 5 Angel groups, please see page 64

investments tend to be larger than new
investments.

Table 3: Round Size by Type of Investment, Industry, Revenue at Investment, and Employees at
Investment (thousands of $)
Categories

Sample Size

Median

Average

Minimum

Maximum

All Investments

k=113

500

945

18

5,100

New

k=64

375

848

25

5,100

Follow-on

k=46

533

1,036

18

5,000

ICT

k=47

445

771

18

5,000

Life Sciences

k=22

1,085

1,431

25

5,000

Clean Tech

k=3

883

2,180

858

4,800

Other

k=15

450

465

100

1,170

Pre-Revenue Companies

k=34

545

800

25

3,961

Post-Revenue Companies

k=48

508

979

18

5,000

0–5 FTE Employees

k=26

525

876

95

5,000

6–10 FTE Employees

k=11

600

763

95

2,125

11–25 FTE Employees

k=9

1,000

1,733

25

4,800
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Median and average round sizes were about $0.5 million
and $1 million, respectively, in 2013. Follow-on investments
tend to be larger than new investments.
It was indicated earlier that Angel group investments in ICT
tend to be smaller, and Life Sciences and Clean Tech
investments larger, than average investment amounts.
Table 3 shows that the same can be said for round sizes:
the average and median round sizes in ICT are “small,”
while those in Life Sciences and Clean Tech are “large.”
Round sizes for pre-revenue companies (investment before
the start-up starts bringing in money) and post-revenue
companies (investment after the start-up starts bringing
in money) are about the same.

non-Angels (VCs or other investors) are substantially larger
than regular round sizes.
In 2013, the median round size when Angels syndicate with
non-Angels was close to $1 million, while it exceeded $1
million in 2012. In contrast with the observed decline in the
regular round sizes over time, for deals syndicated with
non-Angels, amounts have actually increased in the last
two years.10 The data also shows that the median round
size declined in the ICT sector in the last year, while it was
slightly up in Life Sciences. In Clean Tech, median round
size was strongly up.

Round size for deals in which Angels

Finally, round sizes in small companies (0–5 full-timeequivalent [FTE] employees) and somewhat larger
companies (6–10 FTE employees) are about equal, but
round sizes for companies with 11–25 FTE employees
are substantially larger.

investors are substantially larger than
regular round sizes.

Figure 22A: Median and Average Round Size:
2011-2013
Round Amounts (thousands of $)

To compare the median and average round sizes in 2013
to those of 2011 and 2012, Figure 22A shows that round
size has decreased in the last two years. Figure 22B shows
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On the other hand, relatively fewer transactions were syndicated with non-Angels in 2013 (16 out of 104) than in 2011 (10 of 40) or 2012 (16 out of 57).
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Comparing Canadian data from the present survey to
the US data published in the Halo Report, round sizes
are unambiguously smaller in Canada than in the US.
Analysis reveals that the median round size in Canadian
Angel-only deals was C$425 thousand in 2013, while the
Halo Report shows C$618 thousand for the US11. (The
average round sizes were C$850 thousand and C$959
thousand for Canada and the US, respectively.)
In deals in which Angels syndicate with non-Angels, the
median round size was C$925 thousand in Canada (Figure
22B), while it was C$1.8 million in the US. (Average round
sizes when Angels syndicate with non-Angels were C$1.5
million and C$2.6 million in Canada and the US, respectively.)
As for investments in the Life Sciences sector, median
round sizes were C$1.1 million in Canada and C$1.6
million in the US. In ICT, median round sizes were C$445
thousand in Canada and C$1.0 million in the US (for
“Internet” investments).

3.3.5

Company Valuations

Angel group managers reported on company valuation for
63 companies. Figures 23A and 23B show the distribution
of those valuations by industry and investment type. These
figures indicate that valuations can be considered quite
high. The median and average valuations in 2013 were
$5.0 million and $6.1 million respectively. The Halo Report
conveyed median US Angel-backed company valuations
of US$2.5 million.

The median and average valuations in 2013
were $5.0M and $6.1M respectively.

Round sizes are unambiguously smaller in
Canada than in the US.

Round Amounts (thousands of $)

Figure 22B: Round Sizes when Angels Syndicate with
Non-Angels: 2011-2013
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All USD values reported in the 2013 Halo Report are converted to CAD based on the average 2013 exchange rate of 1.03, as identified by the bank of
Canada: http://www.bankofcanada.ca/stats/assets/pdf/nraa-2013.pdf
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It was shown earlier that both investments and round
amounts differ across sectors. Specifically, we observed
smaller amounts in ICT and larger amounts in Life Sciences
and Clean Tech. Panel A of Figure 23 suggests that
valuations follow the same pattern. ICT valuations are
indicated in blue and their distribution is dominated by
the distribution of Life Sciences valuations in orange.
The median valuation in ICT was $3.75 million in 2013
(based on 36 companies), and the median valuation in
Life Sciences was $6.7 million (15 companies), meaning
that valuations in ICT are smaller on average than valuations
in Life Sciences and other sectors.

To consider a comparison of new and follow-on deals, in
Table 3, it is shown that amounts for new investments are
smaller than for follow-on investments. Panel B of Figure
23 shows that valuations in new deals tend to be smaller
than those of follow-on deals. It is noteworthy that almost
all valuations below $2 million involve new investment.
Analysis shows that the median valuation for new investments
was $4.4 million (based on 42 companies), while the median
for follow-on deals was $5.0 million (21 companies).

Valuations in new deals tend to be smaller
than those of follow-on deals.

Figure 23B: Valuations: New vs Follow-on (k=63)
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3.3.6

Co-investment and Syndication

In this report, the term co-investment is applied where
multiple investors within the Angel group invest in
a round. The term syndication is used where Angel
group members and outside parties (Angels of different
groups, VCs, or other parties) jointly invest in a round.

However, while Angel group managers generally keep
track of investments by their members, they reported to
know about syndication information for only 38 of the
199 investments.

Figure 24 shows that, for 78 of the 128 deals, there was
co-investment by two or more members in the reporting
Angel group. When co-investment by the group takes
place, it can involve a few or many members.
Considering syndication, from the average round sizes in
Table 3 and the average investment amounts in Figures
20–23 it is observed that syndication takes place.

For 78 of the 128 deals, there was
co-investment by two or more members
in the reporting Angel group.

has increased significantly.

Still, the syndication data from Figure 25 shows, first of
all, that Angel groups make use of several syndication
options. While the majority of the syndicated deals are
with Angels outside the group, syndication with VCs
happens frequently as well. A comparison between 2012
and 2013 shows that the fraction of syndicates involving
VCs has increased in 2013.

Figure 25: Types of Syndication Partners: 2011-2013
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Figure 24: Co-investment Group Size Among Angel
Group Members
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3.3.7 Stage of Development of the Investee
Companies

3.3.8 Number of Full-Time-Equivalent Employees
at Investment

It would be interesting to have data about the stage of
development of the investee companies, especially if that
information had a time-series component as well. Angels
are often said to play a particularly important role in the
very early stages of company development, whereas VCs
are found to gravitate towards “later-stage start-up”
companies.

To report on the size of the investee companies, a factor
not completely unrelated to stage, data was obtained on the
number of full-time-equivalent employees (FTE) at the time
of investment for 55 (28%) of the 199 investments. In 2012,
a much larger proportion of 87 (or 61%) of the 143 Angel
groups reported FTE figures in their investments.

Company stage could be measured, for example, by a
qualitative judgment (e.g., concept stage, seed stage,
growth stage), or by revenues (or market traction). It is
very hard to get such information about the stage of
development for a reasonable number of companies.
However, this survey collects a rudimentary measure of stage
for 109 of the 199 investments. Of the 109 observations, 46%
were in pre-revenue companies at the time of investment,
and 54% were post-revenue companies.

Figure 26 shows firm size as measured by the number of
employees at the time of investment. In 2013, the greatest
proportion of investments were made in very small firms
with 1–5 employees, and just one of the 55 observations
involves a company with more than 25 employees. In 2012,
most investments were made in very small firms, as well.
Slightly more investments were made in firms with more
than 10 employees in 2012 than in 2013.

46% of investments were into pre-revenue
companies.

Figure 26: FTE at Investment Moment
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3.3.9

Distance from the Angel Group

The literature on investment research relates the importance
of “distance” between the company and the investor in the
context of the Angel capital market. It has been found that
the majority of Angel investments are often made by local
investors, perhaps because it is easier to add value through
advice and monitoring. Easier investment selection from
nearby may also bring in a bias against distant investments.
Figure 27 shows that the vast majority of the 199 Angel
investments involve an Angel group in the same city or
the same province. Angels have a tendency to invest
locally. There are exceptions to this pattern, however,
and at least 7% of the investments are made out of the
province, including at least four (2%) investments out of
the country.

Figure 27: Distance of Companies from Angel Groups:
2011-2013
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Angels have a tendency to invest locally.
7% of the investments are made out of the
province.

3.3.10 Investments Assisted by Government
Programs
In 43 of the 199 investments (22%), the Angel group
answered the question on involvement of government
programs. In the 2012 report, a much larger proportion –
38% of the investments – were reported as leveraged by
government programs.
Figure 28 gives an overview of the programs used. Some
of the programs in the figure are provincial programs. For
these programs, the following lists the uptake among the
potentially eligible companies, i.e., those residing in the
same province.

1. The British Columbia Government’s Investment Tax
Credit supported 3 of the in-total 8 (37.5%) BC
companies that answered the question of Government
program support. The uptake of the Scientific 		
Research & Experimental Development (SR&ED)
program among BC companies was 6 of 8 (75%).
2. The Nova Scotia Government’s Equity Tax Credit
program supported 2 of 3 (67%) NS companies.
3. There were, in total, 15 Ontario companies for which
government program data was reported. In 10 of
the 15 investments (68%), the Investing in Business
Innovation program of FedDev Ontario was leveraged.
The Ontario Centres of Excellence (OCE) program
had an uptake of 4 of 15 investments (37%), while
the Health and Technology Exchange (HTX) 		
leveraged Ontario investments in 5 of the 15 (33%)
investments.

Figure 28: Government Programs Leveraged (k=60)
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3.4 Exits in 2013

3.4.1

A total of 11 exits were reported in 2013. An exit takes
place when the current investors in a company divest
their shares, e.g., through an IPO or acquisition. The
data shows that these 11 exits involved 10 different
companies, as two different Angel groups invested in
one of the companies. The exits involved six different
Angel groups (some Angel groups had multiple exits).
Seven exits (six companies) were in ICT; two were in
Other (these two involved a single Angel group); one was
in Retail; and one was in Services. By contrast, eight
exits were reported in both 2011 and 2012.

Of the 10 companies that exited, four companies (in
Retail, ICT, and two unknown) ceased operations; three
companies (all ICT) were acquired by another company,
two (in “Other” industries) were sold to new shareholders,
and one company (in ICT) had an IPO (exit value was
around 12 million dollars; multiple is unknown).

A total of 11 exits were reported [...] By
contrast, 8 exits were reported in both
2011 and 2012.
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Method of Exit

3.4.2

Length of Investment Before Exit

3.4.3

The investment year of the investors in the Angel group
was known for eight of the 11 exits. Investors had bought
the shares for each of the “positive exits” (M&A or IPO)
only recently, specifically for two companies in 2012 and
for one company in 2013 (Figure 29). Only one of the
investments among the exiting firms was made in 2009
or earlier.

Return on Investment

It is not possible to draw general conclusions about the
return on investment (ROI) of Angel deals since the ROI
was reported by only one of the six successful exits.

Figure 29 shows the original investment year
of the 11 exits reported. 4 exits reported in
2013 had original investment in 2012.

Figure 29: Length of Time to Exit and Exit Type (k=11)
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3.5 Best Practices and Challenges
In the survey follow-up interviews, Angel group managers
identified a number of best practices that contributed to
their success in 2013.
These six best practices were mentioned both this year
and last year:
• Good record keeping: To monitor the success and/or
failure of investments (to measure returns on investment
(ROI) and improve the Angel groups’ track records).
• Regularly scheduled meetings: To help increase the
activity level of the Angel group and its members and
to keep matters professional and timely.
• Syndication: To diversify the risk associated with
a single deal by increasing the number of Angel
investors involved in a deal and the number of deals
in a portfolio.
• Disciplined processes: To improve deal flow and as
a screening mechanism. Members use disciplined
processes, including being professional and timely
during meetings and having formal due-diligence
and screening processes.
• Collaborating with other partners in the ecosystem
for screening purposes: To save time and 		
complement existing resources, some Angel groups
have partners who screen presentations and weed
out those that are not yet ready.
• Collaborating with experts: To improve the 		
due-diligence process, Angel groups are exploring
options, including working with experts at local 		
universities or serial entrepreneurs, in order to
ensure that the proper expertise is involved in 		
vetting deals.
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There were three newly mentioned best practices in 2013:
• Events to attract new members: To engage the
community and help build awareness of the industry.
Many groups hold events that educate people on
whether or not Angel investing is right for them, a
common tactic used to increase membership.
• Providing resources to companies: To ensure
companies are investor-ready, many groups offer
services like opportunities to practice pitches.
• Member events and communication: To keep
members engaged and active, many groups host
member-only special events to allow for networking
or send out regularly scheduled newsletters.
Finally, one of the best practices mentioned in the 2012
survey was not brought up in 2013:
• Clarity of investment processes: To minimize
lengthy, ad hoc investment processes that can lead
to complications when multiple investors are involved.

Angel group managers identified the following
four challenges facing their groups. The first three challenges
listed here were also brought up in the follow-up interviews
last year.
• Lack of support funding: Many groups rely on
membership fees to support operations, while some
are fortunate to receive funding support from regional
development agencies and corporate sponsors. A
number of groups indicated that they rely on the
work of volunteer members, which can lead to member
fatigue and often leaves the groups under-resourced.
As such, group managers indicated that increased
government funding is needed to support the groups’
efforts to organize investment meetings and 		
recruitment events and to administer the groups.

• Quality of supply: Finding a well-managed company
with a high potential for growth that can get to an
exit faster is an ongoing challenge for investors.
Some groups are addressing this by setting up
strategic partnerships with local organizations that
support entrepreneurs.
• Communication with the public: Many groups
reported challenges associated with constantly
having to educate the public on what they do and
why they are valuable to the community.

• Investor fatigue: A main challenge for a number of
Angel groups is the length of time to exit. Long
investment time horizons restrict the Angels’ ability to
reinvest in new companies. The lack of fund 		
recirculation means groups must recruit new 		
members in order to remain active. Much of the
Angel group managers’ time is spent seeking new
membership in an attempt to address investor fatigue.
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4 | Canadian Business Accelerator Activity in 2013
Business accelerators offer their portfolio companies
structured training programs that promote the growth
of their business in national or international markets.
Typically they fund their portfolio companies and also
provide mentorship, business education, and access
to business networks for a finite period of time. A main
message from the survey is that there is diversity in the
approach of business accelerators and their programs
and business models are still subject to change.

4.1

Business Accelerator Characteristics

4.1.1

Age

Figure 30 shows that business accelerators are a young
institution in Canada. All 12 accelerators have been in
operation for less than eight years, and 10 for less than
five years.

All 12 accelerators have been in operation
for less than 8 years, and 10 for less than
Business accelerators offer their portfolio

5 years.

companies structured training programs
that promote business in national or
international markets. Their programs and
business models are still subject to change.

4.1.2

Incorporation and Sponsors

Most business accelerators are structured as not-for-profit
organizations. Eight of the 12 accelerators were contacted
for follow-up interviews and asked about their legal status.
As illustrated in Figure 31, five of the eight accelerators are
for-profit, two are not-for-profit, and one has no formal
legal structure, but is a branch of a larger not-for-profit
organization.
Figure 31: Corporate Legal Structure (n=8)
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Figure 30: Age of Business Accelerators (n=12)
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Business accelerators receive funding from several sources.
Table 4 cross-references the existing combinations of
parties that finance each participating accelerator. It
appears that the sources of financing used by for-profit
accelerators differ from not-for-profit accelerators.
Angels are only involved in for-profit accelerators, and

interestingly, in all four cases, they work in conjunction with
a VC. Government also supports two of the five for-profit
accelerators. Governments and university and/or private
sponsors appear important for the not-for-profit, or notformally-structured accelerators.

The sources of financing used by for-profit
accelerators differ from not-for-profit
accelerators.

Table 4: Sources of Funding of Accelerators (n=12)
Sources of Funding
Accelerator Legal Structure

Angel

VC

Government

For-Profit

x

x

x

For-Profit

x

x

For-Profit

University, or
Private Sponsors

x

For-Profit

x

x

For-Profit

x

x

x

Not For Profit/Not Structured

x

x

Not For Profit/Not Structured

x

x

Not For Profit/Not Structured

x

Unsure

x

x

Unsure

x

x

7

5

Unsure

x

Unsure
Total
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x
4

6

4.1.3

Sector Specialization

Six of the 12 respondents indicated that their accelerators
do not have a sector focus. The other half of the accelerators
all indicated a focus on ICT (Figure 32). Some of the
ICT-focused accelerators go slightly beyond ICT; one
indicates they also accept social enterprises; while another
one indicates they accept electronics enterprises. Another
two ICT-focused accelerators concentrate on specific ICT
companies: one focuses on digital media, and one on mobile
and telecom.

Figure 32: Sector Focus of Accelerators (n=12)
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4.1.4

Programs

The programs offered by the accelerators are summarized
in Table 5.
Column 1 shows that most accelerators admit companies
in cohorts. Most of these cohort-type accelerators start
two cohorts per year. In the case of a substantial minority
of accelerators, companies are admitted on a rolling basis.

Column 2 shows the program length. In the case of half of
the 12 accelerators, the program length is three months.
There is quite a bit of variation in program length. Three of
the 12 accelerators have programs of a year or more.

Most accelerators admit companies in
cohorts [...] In the case of half of the 12
accelerators, the program length is 3 months.

Table 5: Accelerator Program: Length, Capacity, and Offering (n=12)
One-on-One
Coaching From
Staff & Investor
Introduction &
Mentorship

Program
Length
(months)

Program
Capacity

Cohort Model, 1 Cohort/
year

3

10-14

x

x

x

Cohort Model, 1 Cohort/
year

12

5-9

x

x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

3

10-14

x

x

x

x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

3

10-14

x

x

x

x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

3

10-14

x

x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

3

15-19

x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

3

20-29

x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

6

20-29

x

Acceptance on a Rolling
Basis

4

40-59

Acceptance on a Rolling
Basis

9

Acceptance on a Rolling
Basis
Acceptance on a Rolling
Basis

Accelerator’s
Admission Policy

One-on-One
Mentorship

Office
Space

Formal
Education
Program

x

Demo
Day

x

Preferred
Access to
Capital Pools

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

10-14

x

x

x

x

18

30-39

x

x

x

x

24

100+

x

Total
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12

11

x

x

11

8

x

9

x

6

Column 3 shows the maximum number of companies that
accelerators indicated they could place in their program
in 2013. The median program capacity is less than 15
companies, but the average – 29.6 companies per
accelerator – is well over that number, as a few accelerators
are quite large, particularly the accelerator that reported
to have a program capacity of more than 100 companies
in 2014.
Accelerators all indicated that they offer multiple services
among the list of suggested answers. Each of the 12
accelerators indicate they offer: (i) one-on-one coaching
by the staff, (ii) mentorship, and (iii) investor introductions.
All but one accelerator provide one-on-one mentorship
in combination with office space while companies are
in their program (Columns 5 and 6). A formal education
program, demo days, and preferred access to capital
(Columns 7, 8, and 9) are frequently listed.

Each of the 12 accelerators indicate they
offer: (i) one-on-one coaching by the staff,
(ii) mentorship, and (iii) investor introductions.

All but one accelerator organize one-on-one mentorship
for companies. Ten of the 12 accelerators indicated the size
of their mentor pool (Figure 33), with most accelerators
reporting an active pool of 100–150. Further inspection
revealed that the four accelerators with the smaller pools
of mentors were all young (one or two years old).
Information about the number of mentoring hours that
companies receive was also collected. Table 6 presents
the number of mentoring hours per month in the program
and over the length of the program. The table reveals
considerable diversity in the intensity of the mentorship
companies receive, with one accelerator providing over
100 hours per month.
Table 7 shows that accelerators adopt different graduation
criteria for their portfolio companies. In some cases, multiple
criteria are adopted. In four cases, companies graduate at
the discretion of a committee. In other cases, graduation
is linked to securing outside financing or revenue. The last
four columns show that all accelerators continue the
relationship with their alumni, but the way in which they
engage with their alumni differs. Taken together, the
program graduation criteria and alumni relations statistics
point further to the diversity in approaches adopted by
accelerators.

Figure 33: Pool of Active Mentors (n=12)
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Table 6: Mentoring Hours per Portfolio Company per Month and Program (n=12)
Mentoring Hours

Per Month

Over Length of
Program

Unspecified

2

2

1 to 10

3

0

11 to 25

1

0

26 to 50

3

3

51 to 100

2

2

101 to 200

1

3

201 plus

0

2

Table 7: Graduation Criteria and Alumni Engagement by Accelerators (n=12)
Graduation Criterion
Accelerator’s
Admission Policy
Cohort Model, 1 Cohort/
Year

Invitation to
Graduation
Event

VC/Angel
Financing

Alumni Engagement Methods
Committee
Assessment

Other:
Revenue
Related

x

Cohort Model, 1 Cohort/
Year

x

Ongoing
Mentorship

Alumni
Meetings

x

x

Alumni
Events
x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

x

x

x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

x

x

x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

x

x

x

x

Acceptance on a Rolling
Basis

x
x

x
x

Acceptance on a Rolling
Basis

x

x

x
x
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x
x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

Acceptance on a Rolling
Basis

x

x

Cohort Model, 2 Cohorts/
Year

Acceptance on a Rolling
Basis

Reporting

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

4.1.5

Funding Arrangement

The survey sought data on if, and how, business accelerators
provide funding to their portfolio companies. In the 2012
survey all of the six participants provided capital to companies.

11 of the 12 respondents provide funding to
their portfolio companies.

While accelerators were not selected for the survey based
on their funding practices in 2013, Table 8 shows that
provision of funding by accelerators seems to be the
industry norm: 11 of the 12 respondents provide funding
to their portfolio companies. The table also shows that
most (9 of 11) accelerators provide funding to all admitted
companies, and that most (again 9 of 11) provide funding
in exchange for equity in the companies.12

Table 8: Funding of Portfolio Companies by Business Accelerators

Funding Provided

12

No

1

Yes

11

Yes, to some admitted
companies

Yes, to all admitted companies

Yes, for equity

1

8

Yes, in the form of grants, or salary, etc.

1

1

Among which two indicated to take debt besides equity.
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Figure 34 shows how much funding accelerators provide
to their portfolio companies. Of the nine accelerators that
reported that they fund all admitted companies, the figure is
based on the six for which investment amounts are known.

The figure reveals substantial differences in the per-company
funding amounts. The legal structure has been colour-coded
but appears to not have any effect. Further inspection
showed there is no apparent relationship with the program
length in either.

Figure 34: Per-company Amounts Invested by the Accelerators (n=6)
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Figure 35: Applications Received in 2013 (n=12)
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7+ years old

4.2 Operational Information
4.2.1

While the number of applicants per accelerator declined,
the accelerators felt that the quality of the pool of applicants
has increased in the last three years (or since inception, for
those that were younger). Figure 36 shows that 10 of the
12 accelerators (83%) believe this is the case.

Applications

Figure 35 shows the number of companies that applied
to each business accelerator. While the numbers look
large, the 2012 report recorded even larger numbers. In
2012, the six responding accelerators reported receiving
a total 3,370 applications; in 2013, the total number of
applications for the twelve respondents showed a decline
in averges, at 3,620. The average and median numbers of
applications per accelerator were 562 and 500, respectively,
in 2012; in 2013 the average and median number of
applications decreased to 301 and 200, respectively.

The average and median number of applications
was 301 and 200, respectively.

Table 9: Acceptance and Capacity Rates (n=12)

Ratio

1-5%

5-10%

11-20%

21-40%

41-60%

61-80%

81-100%

Maximum Acceptance Rate (Capacity/ #
Applications)

4

4

1

1

1

0

1

Acceptance Rate (# Acceptances/ #
Applications)

4

4

1

1

1

1

0

Capacity Utilization Rate (# Acceptances/
Capacity)

0

0

0

1

0

3

8
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4.2.2 Acceptances

4.2.3

Graduations

Table 9 shows the acceptance rates of the accelerators, as
well as what could be called their “maximum acceptance
rate” (their capacity compared to the number of applications);
and their “capacity utilization rate” (their number of
acceptances compared to their capacity). Acceptance
rates differ substantially across accelerators (row 1), but
there is little margin for increasing the acceptance rate,
given the current capacity levels (row 2). Indeed, the
capacity utilization rate is at a high level, except for four
accelerators (row 3).

A total of 112 companies graduated from the 12 business
accelerators in the sample (average per accelerator was
9.3 and the median 8.5). Graduation rates are reported in
Figure 3713. Graduation rates differ, and a further study
of the data clearly shows that bigger programs (in terms
of the number of accepted companies) have lower
graduation rates.

A total of 112 companies graduated from the
12 business accelerators.

There is little margin for increasing the
acceptance rate, given the current capacity
levels.
Figure 36: Perception of Applicant Quality Over Time (n=12)
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Figure 37: Accelerator Graduation Rates (n=11)
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As seen in Figure 37, one accelerator had more companies graduate in 2013 than were accepted to the program. These companies joined the program
prior to 2013.
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Seven business accelerators reported partial or full
information about their 58 portfolio companies in 2013.
The 2012 survey captured partial or full information on
the 40 portfolio companies of three accelerators. Two
accelerators reported company information in both years.
Given the small number of companies, and the even smaller
number of accelerators that these companies represent,
all suggestions by the data that follow have to be interpreted
with great caution. A very small number of reports do not
allow for reliable generalizations to the whole group.
4.3.1

Overview and Company Profiles

The survey sought to capture data on the selection
criteria administered by the accelerators. Industry focus
was analyzed earlier (Figure 32). The survey also gathered
information about the role previous start-up experience of
the founder played in the selection of an applicant company.

Figure 38 shows that accelerators accept companies led
by both experienced and inexperienced teams. Both
for-profit and not-for-profit accelerators appear willing to
invest in inexperienced teams. In 2013, not-for-profit
accelerators backed a relatively large share of inexperienced
entrepreneurs. However, this conclusion may be due to
the fact there are a small number of accelerators in this
sample and may not be applicable to the population of
Canadian accelerators.
Acceptance rates was submitted by five accelerators,
using the applicant company revenue status as proxy for
development stage. Two accelerators exclusively accepted
pre-revenue companies in 2013 and both have relatively
long programs – 9 and 12 months respectively. The other
three accept a mix of pre- and post-revenue companies.
Their programs are shorter – 3, 3, and 6 months respectively.

Figure 38: Previous Start-Up Experience for Portfolio
Companies (n=4, k=39)
Number of Companies

4.3 Portfolio Companies in 2013
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4.3.2

Touched By an Accelerator

The data presented in this section attempts to explore
the impact that accelerator programs can have on their
portfolio companies. This analysis is based on 49
accelerator-backed firms for which data was reported.
Table 10 shows that companies attract funding from a
variety of sources while in accelerator programs. Of 49
companies, 33 did not have any Angel, VC, Government,
or other non-government funding before entering the
program. By the end of the program, that number had
fallen to seven companies. Notably, in creating this table,
accelerator funding has been excluded as much as
possible.14

Of 49 companies, 33 did not have any Angel,
VC, government, or other non-government
funding before entering the program. By the
end of the program, that number had fallen
to seven companies.

Table 10: Funding Received Before and During the Program (thousands of $)
Type of Funding

14

Before Start of Program

By End of Program

No Financing

33

7

Angel

5

10

VC

0

5

Government

2

4

Other

8

10

Angel and VC

1

3

Angel and Government

0

5

VC and Government

0

4

Angel, VC, and Govt.

0

1

Total Companies

49

49

However, the data suggests one accelerator may have reported its own funding as “Other non-government.” If this has indeed been the case, then all of the
observations labeled as “Other” are to be added to the “No Financing” category.
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Table 11 shows the amounts of investment that were placed
in accelerator-backed companies. As with Table 10, funding
provided by the accelerators has been excluded. Some
companies attracted very substantial amounts of funding
while in the accelerator program. The average amount of
funding attracted by the 49 companies was $635 thousand.
Angels invested an average of $346 thousand in
accelerator-backed companies, while VCs invested an
average of $252 thousand. These averages are dominated
by a few relatively large amounts. Angels made two
investments exceeding $5 million in 2013, and VCs made
one. The posted average investment amounts are several
times larger than the medians, reflecting the impact of the
few very large deals. Generally, if an accelerator-backed
company receives funding, then those investment amounts
are substantial.

While in the business accelerator program, 30 of the 49
accelerator-backed companies received funding from Angel
investors, VCs, government, or a combination in 2013.
With 18 investments, Angel groups were the most active,
but VCs and governments frequently provided funding to
accelerator-backed companies.

Angels invested an average of $346 thousand
in accelerator-backed companies, while VCs
invested an average of $252 thousand.

Table 11: Funding Received by Companies While in their Business Accelerator Program in 2013, Excluding Accelerator
Funding (in thousands of $)
Angel Capital

VC Capital

Government Funding

Angel + VC + Gov't

Median Funding (k=49)

0

0

0

100

Average Funding (k=49)

346

252

37

635

Total Funding (k=49)

16,968

12,335

1,798

31,100

# Funding > 0

18

13

13

30

# Funding > 500

6

4

0

11

# Funding > 1000

3

3

0

6

# Funding > 5000

2

1

0

3

Maximum Funding

6,000

7,500

450

7,500

Median | Funding > 0

225

150

80

270

Average | Funding > 0

943

949

138

1,037
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Regarding the question of whether or not companies
generate or increase sales while in the program, obtaining
sales amounts through the survey turned out to be difficult.
However, Figure 39 sheds some light on this question.
Its data shows that 30 of the 41 reported companies are
pre-revenue and 11 are post-revenue when they apply
to the accelerator program. By the end of 2013, i.e., after
their programs had ended, 13 were still pre-revenue and
28 were post-revenue.
Overall, the evidence tends to suggest that the companies
in the survey sample underwent substantial changes while
in their respective accelerator programs.

Figure 39: Accelerator-backed Companies: Transition from
Pre- to Post- Revenue (k=41)

Number of Accelerators
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30 of the 41 reported companies are
pre-revenue and 11 are post-revenue when
they apply to the accelerator program…
after their programs had ended, 13 were
pre-revenue and 28 were post-revenue.

4.4 Changes and Challenges
As mentioned, follow-up telephone interviews were
conducted with eight of the 12 accelerators who responded
to the survey. Since business accelerators have sprung
up only recently in Canada, information was collected
during these interviews about possible advancements in
their programs. This section presents some of the clear
findings that emerged from those interviews.
4.4.1

Recent Changes Made to the Programs

Six interviewees indicated they adopted important program
changes, while one indicated that the basis of the program
remained the same but that small changes are continuously
being made, some because the demands of every cohort
are different. Overall, their responses indicate that business
accelerators are continuously working on improving their
programs and business models.

The following are descriptions of selected “high-level”
changes that have been made to some of the accelerator
programs:
Toward a more formal accelerator-company
relationship. Four accelerators pointed out changes
that target more formal relationships with the enrolled
companies. This varied from “fine-tuned the participant
agreement form” to “introduced milestones tied to
financing.”
Approaching investors earlier. One accelerator has
moved to approaching investors as soon as the companies
enter the program, rather than at the demo-day. Another
now focuses more than in the past on preparing companies
for pitching to investors.
Other changes to improve the programs. One accelerator
reported to have worked on adding more structure and
consistency to the program in terms of the services/
programs they offer, and better record keeping to better
understand who was applying and where they are from.
One accelerator has increased one-on-one mentoring
hours. One accelerator instituted a demo day, yet another
one removed the demo day. One accelerator increased
the program scope to focus on market validation as
well as sales marketing growth.
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4.4.2

Challenges

Some interviewees used the opportunity to discuss the
challenges that their operations/businesses face. Two points
stood out. First, three of the five interviewees mentioned
that the burden of screening applicants is a major drag
on resources. They pointed out that applicant numbers
have crept up as their organizations have become more
established.
The second point that stood out was limited funding/
limited staff. Four of the five respondents indicated that
operational funding was an issue. One noted that they
have noticed a degree of sponsorship burnout. Two of the
four indicated explicitly that, if available, extra resources
would be spent on additional staff. However, one accelerator
stated that its investors believed in the long-term value
of the accelerator and that funding was not generally a
major problem.
Another accelerator related that program length makes it
difficult for foreign companies to apply, as the requirement
for physical presence on the premises means their managers
must acquire a visa to stay in Canada during the program.
However, in 2013, the Federal Government introduced the
Start-Up Visa Program, the first of its kind in the world.
That program quickly provides foreign entrepreneurs with
a permanent residency visa if they satisfy the eligibility
criteria which includes having the appropriate level of
support from a recognized Canadian business incubator,
business accelerator, Angel group, or venture capital fund.
For more information on the Start-Up Visa Program, visit
the Department of Citizenship and Immigration Canada
website at www.cic.gc.ca/english/immigrate/business/
start-up/index.asp
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4.4.3

Company Focus

Other comments underscore, among other things, the
conclusions that can be drawn from Figure 39, specifically
that the quality of the deal flow has risen over time:
“We are open to any tech-related companies, but we steer
clear from things that require medical approvals, as this
process is not conducive to a short program.”
“Quality of the applicants is a lot higher. Our mandate has
moved towards companies that can show and sell, as
opposed to build.”
“Companies that are coming to us are more and more
mature. People are seeing the value more and more.”
“Now open to hardware with a software component, not
only software.”
“We look for game-changing companies; scalable.”
“We have always looked for tech-based companies with
significant market potential. Witnessed recent change
towards higher-quality deal flow.”

5 | Conclusion
This report has given an overview of the activity level in
the “visible” Canadian Angel capital market. The points
that have emerged from this report include:
1. The coverage of the Canadian Angel Group Survey
continues to improve. The 2013 survey captured
a total of 199 investments by 25 of the participating
29 Angel groups that amounted to $89.0 million.
By contrast, the 2012 survey captured 139 investments
by 19 groups totalling $40.5 million.
2. Based on the comparison group of 17 Angel groups
whose activity was observed in both 2012 and 2013,
activity in the Angel capital market was down 15%
from 2012 levels. However, the amount invested in
follow-on rounds was at least 51% of the total amount
invested in 2013, up from 42% in 2011 and 18% in
2012. This finding suggests that Angel investors are
increasingly able and willing to provide follow-on
financing to carry companies through the next 		
stages of growth.
3. With about $70 million in investments, Central Canada
is responsible for the bulk of the $89 million invested
by Canadian Angel groups. The remaining $19
million is almost entirely invested by Western Canada
Angel groups.

Angel investors are increasingly able and
willing to provide follow-on financing to carry
companies through the next stages of growth.

4. Angel investments are concentrated in three sectors:
Information and Communications Technology, Life
Sciences, and Clean Technology, where ICT is the
the most popular sector and Clean Tech is a 		
distant third. Average investment amounts and
round amounts in ICT are relatively small; those in
Life Sciences and Clean Tech are relatively large.
Clean Tech appears to be on the decline based on
the number of investments, but not in terms of 		
investment amounts.
5. Angels invest substantial amounts in pre-revenue and
very small companies (1–5 full-time-equivalent
employees), and also in somewhat-larger start-up
companies.

Angels invest substantial amounts in
pre-revenue and very small companies.

There are also a number of more-tentative outcomes that
are worth analyzing in closer detail through future surveys:
6. Exit volume is, and has been, very low in recent years.
There is concern that not all exits have been captured.
It is almost a certainty that not all bankruptcies are
recorded and, presumably, the occasional positive
exit is also missing in the data.
7. Angel investors appear to syndicate in 40% of the
investment with other partners (VCs: 32%;
Government: 3%; and Other investors: 5%). This is
substantially up from syndication numbers in 2011
and 2012. The finding is tentative, however. It is
unfortunate that data on syndications was only
reported for 38 firms.

The report has also described the activity of Canadian
business accelerators in 2013 with findings from the
Canadian Business Accelerator Survey. The findings on
business accelerators include:
8. While a young institution, business accelerators
are already an important part of the broader start-up
ecosystem. The 49 start-up companies involved with
an accelerator for which data was obtained have
attracted, in total, $31.1 million in Angel, VC, and
Government funding while in the accelerator program.
This amount is above and beyond the amount 		
invested by the accelerators.
9. Angel investors are the greatest source of outside
funding for accelerator-backed companies in 2013.
They invested $17.0 million in start-up companies
associated with an accelerator, while VCs invested
$12.3 million in 2013.
10. Although business accelerators have commonalities,
there is a lot of diversity in terms of their programs
and business models. Accelerators also work actively
on improving their programs and business models.
A few of accelerators indicated they have worked
on formalizing the relationship with their portfolio

companies in recent years. Several other accelerators
indicated they are or will be approaching investors
at an earlier stage than they have previously.
11. The quality of the applications to accelerators has
increased in the past three years. Program officials
indicated that the burden of screening applicants is
a major drag on resources.

While a young institution, business
accelerators are already an important part
of the broader start-up ecosystem.

Top Canadian Angel Groups
Angel One Investor Network is a member-based, not-for-profit organization of accredited
investors who live, work or have strong interests in Mississauga, Oakville, Burlington,
Hamilton and other communities in Southern Ontario. In 2013, Angel One formalized its
practices into a more disciplined approach to company evaluation, due diligence and
process. Since incorporating in September 2011, Angel One members have invested
over $12 million into 44 investments across a broad range of sectors: 57% in software as
a service, 24% in information, communication and technology 10% in health care, 5% in
clean tech and 5% in industrial. For more information please visit: angelonenetwork.ca

In 2008, Anges Québec launched its operations. The organization has 150 members and
operates in Montreal, Quebec and Estrie. Since launching, Anges Québec has made 45
investments in different areas of expertise such as: information technology, web, life
sciences and manufacturing. The average amount per investments is approximately $500K.
In 2012, Anges Québec help establish a co-investment fund of $20M. 15 investments
have been made through this Anges Québec Capital Fund with Anges Québec members
with an average first round investment of approximately $400K. For more information
please visit: angesquebec.com/en

The Golden Triangle Angel Network (GTAN) is a not-for-profit organization established
under the Ontario Ministry of Economic Development and Innovation’s Angel Network
Program (ANP). From a standing start in September of 2009, GTAN has screened over
250 early-stage companies, and showcased 150 to our membership which now exceeds
100 investors. The outcome of this activity is 37 companies funded, with Angel investors
committing over $19 million in capital, which in combination with other sources of financing
has resulted in over $30 million of capital infusion into our local, early-stage companies,
driving economic growth and prosperity, and ultimately strengthening the social fabric of
the Golden Triangle Region. For more information please visit: goldentriangleangelnet.ca

iGan Partners is a team of entrepreneurs providing growth capital to dynamic management
teams, empowering them to build the next big idea. We have been through the process of
building large successful businesses and understand the challenges facing growing businesses,
having faced them ourselves. We invest in disruptive technologies and/or business models,
and work with exceptional management teams that seek to become industry leaders.
We are “Entrepreneurs Empowering Entrepreneurs” and roll up our sleeves to help get
the job done! We bring our own funds and affiliated co-investors to invest in information
technologies, medical devices, and traditional industries. For more information please visit:
iganpartners.com
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Northern Ontario Angels covers North of Barrie to the Manitoba border. This area is
approximately 802,378 square miles and covers five larger centres as well as a number
of smaller communities including 120 First Nation communities. We have recently implemented
a Chapter structure that provides for 5 Chapters in our area, one in each of the five larger
centers in the North; North Bay, Sault Ste. Marie, Sudbury, Timmins and Thunder Bay.
Our goal is to have a part-time person on the ground in each of these communities to work
with our Investor members and companies seeking investment. Our strongest success
is the Investors that support and believe in our communities by investing or mentoring
new and growing businesses. For more information please visit: noeg.info

Omega Star

We invest in unique private Canadian Healthcare companies unavailable to the investing
public that offer the potential for outsized returns, targeting significant (50-200%) capital
appreciation over a five year time horizon. The healthcare market is big and growing and an
aging population provides a favourable demographic backdrop. The Canadian Healthcare
sector has suffered from underinvestment, representing an attractive opportunity. We
look for companies with strong management teams and scalable, disruptive platform
technologies that provide non replicable products or services. Omega Star is currently
transitioning into a Healthcare fund.

TEC Venture Angels combines two of Canada’s largest Angel investor networks: TEC
Edmonton and VA Angels. Since 2012, both TEC Edmonton and VA Angels have helped
their clients raise more than $100 million. TEC Venture Angels is a program of TEC
Edmonton managed by Director Randy Thompson. For early stage Alberta technology
entrepreneurs, TEC Venture Angels offers: A larger investor network; A broader range
of investment services; More streamlined connections between Angel investors and early
stage tech companies. For more information please visit: tecedmonton.com/
tecventureangels

For the past 11 years VA Angels, formerly VentureAlberta Forum, has supported
entrepreneurship and investing around the globe. Investments have been made across
Canada, in the US, the UK and Europe. In operation since June 2003, VA Angels is one
of the largest gatherings of Angel investors in Western Canada with over 85 members
and has chapters in Calgary, Edmonton, Kelowna and Winnipeg. Since its inception,
the members of VA Angels have done 81 companies for over $33 million. Follow up on
twitter @VA_Angels For more information please visit: vaangels.com
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Jim has been developing economic policy at Industry Canada for 11 years in areas that
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Shane has been with Industry Canada for seven years, developing policy to promote
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Business Administration and a Bachelor of Commerce.

Jordan Mayes, Lead Advisor, BDC Venture Capital
Jordan is an investment professional in BDC Venture Capital’s Strategic Investments &
Partnerships Fund (SIP). Jordan focuses on SIP’s direct investment strategy of investing
in a sub-set of graduates from company acceleration platforms across Canada. Prior to
joining BDC VC, Jordan was with Extreme Startups and Deloitte Consulting’s Mid-Market
Strategy Practice.
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Karen is the founder and executive director of Angel One Investor Network. She was
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This report is produced by the National Angel
Capital Organization.
The National Angel Capital Organization (NACO) accelerates
a thriving, early-stage investing ecosystem in Canada
by connecting individuals, groups, and other partners
that support Angel-stage investing. NACO provides
intelligence, tools and resources for its members;
facilitates key connections across networks, borders
and industries; and helps to inform policy affecting the
Angel asset-class.
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